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Performance Management 
 

In this Performance Management course, you will not only be taken into a learning experience 
that will reap benefits as a manager, but you will also be exposed to workshops and practices 
that will make you an exceptional leader for your team. 
 
How long does it take to complete the course? 

The duration of this course is 32 guided learning hours to complete. 
 
Who is this course for? 

This course is ideal for: 
 

• Professionals working in supervisory or managerial positions leading teams 
• Human Resources Department staff 
• Those who currently holds a leadership role in various organizations. 

 
What topics does the course cover? 

This course will cover the following topics: 

• Performance Management 
• Promoting excellence in performance and listening 
• What is workload planning? 
• Motivating people 
• Managing risks and workload planning 
• Providing formal performance feedback 
• Boosting Performance improvement 
• Disciplinary processes 

 
What will I gain after completing this certification? 

At the end of this course, you should be able to perform and gain the following: 

• Identify the causes of poor performance, distinguishing between those that are within 
the employee's control and those which are not. 

• Review the effectiveness of your organization’s recruitment, training, performance 
appraisal and disciplinary processes based on a systematic set of criteria. 

• Identify the relationship between workload planning and Business Planning. 
• Monitor and evaluate performance on a continuous basis. 

 
How is it assessed? 

This course involves a variety of assessment methods such as role-playing, group activities, 
individual tasks, and assignments. 
 
Do I need any prior qualifications to start this course? 

There are no formal entry requirements for this course. This course is open for anyone who 
would like to gain skills and knowledge on managing employee performance. 
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I completed and received my certification, what happens next? 

You may choose to progress and enroll to other knowledge- and skills-building courses and 
develop your competencies-set to grow into an outstanding and highly-desirable 
professional. 
 

What employment opportunities can I apply for after gaining this 

qualification? 

This course is ideal for those who are aiming to work or are already working at a 
supervisory/leadership role in various organizations and fields such as: 

• Human Resources Department 
• Training Facilities 
• Recruitment Agencies 
• Counselling Office 
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